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In India, we worship the source. We worship the
sun for its energy, rivers for their life-sustaining
water, animals for their devo on and
forbearance. At Future Ideas we seek to
understand the sources that help explain why
ideas are gaining trac on, why some ideas
succeed while others fail.
To understand this source-code, we delve in to
the science of Meme cs. The term “meme” ﬁrst
appeared in 1976 in Richard Dawkins's bestselling book 'The Selﬁsh Gene'. Just as a genes
are copied biologically and transmi ed from
one body to another, similarly memes are units
of cultural transmission that cause ideas to
catch on and propagate themselves, by jumping
from brain to brain across the world.
At Future Ideas' Meme cs Ins tute we seek to
understand how ideas, events, and trends
inﬂuence the way in which socie es and cultures
evolve. We study developments in real me,
analyze them through contextual and historical
lenses, and hypothesize about how they will

inﬂuence our imagina ons, aspira ons,
anxie es and behaviours. We study new
memes that are regularly being created in our
vibrant modern world, and use these learnings
to help businesses understand and shape
what's coming next. Mapping and tracking
memes allows us to be er inform new
ini a ves across the worlds of technology,
design, communica on, and consump on.
For 2018, we present ten prominent memes
that have the poten al to inﬂuence the year
ahead. These ten memes are the culmina on
of our constant immersion in to the world of
ideas and events that are shaping society
today. At The Meme cs Ins tute, we will
con nue to track these memes and the newer
memes they spawn, constantly upda ng our
understanding of the impact they have on
mul ple dimensions of our lives. We hope you
enjoy learning about how these memes have
inﬂuenced us, and how they will con nue to
shape our lives in the foreseeable future.

The word “Paren ng” entered, the Merriam Webster Dic onary
in the year 1918. A quick search on Google deﬁnes paren ng as
the “act of being a mother or a father to someone”. From a lifestage that adults underwent, paren ng in the 21st century world
has become not just an act but a verb. In contrast to the good old
mes where it took a village to raise a child, today paren ng is
both an art and a science, prac ced almost like a profession. We
strive to get be er at it everyday not just by learning through our
experiences, but by reaching out to fellow parents on social
media, reading books and a ending workshops and seminars
that help us grow into be er parents.
In urban India, the growth of nuclear families, single child
households and the fact that women today are donning roles
beyond child rearing has led to the emergence of paren ng as a
conscious ac vity that must be learnt and shared. With the
absence of tradi onal models of support in the form of
grandparents and joint families where mul ple children grew up
together and learnt from each otherorganically –new age
parents are dependent on online communi es, pediatricians,
high-end nannies and counselors.
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“I am a mother of 2 and have run over
half a dozen half-marathons till now.
While balancing my running and
taking care of two school-going kids in
our nuclear setup is tough, I am lucky
to have my husband sharing the work.
Since I get up and go for runs or
workouts every morning and only
return by 7am, it's my husband who
takes care of the kids that time. They
have to get ready for school and my
husband takes care of that. The
spouse’s support is essential for
managing life with kids given
today’s demands.”
- Aparajita, 38,
Working Mother, Noida

In today’s environment where the gaze of social and digital media compounds the diﬃcult process of ﬁnding one’s own
approach to child-rearing, paren ng has become a spectator sport, as much as a lived experience. Eﬀorts to shield
children and provide them with perfectly choreographed childhoods are unrelen ng. Unlike the past, paren ng is no
longer something that takes place behind closed doors. From ‘mommy groups’ on WhatsApp, to paren ng apps and
blogs – the hysteria around paren ng is everywhere. When you consider that more kids and therefore more parents

will be born in India than anywhere else in the world, in the
foreseeable future, the obsession with paren ng is only going
to intensify.
We also live in the age of what is popularly called ‘sharen ng’ –
where according to some studies more than 80% of children are
said to have an online presence by the age of two, where the
average parent shares almost 1,500 images of their child online
before their ﬁ h birthday. Modern-day paren ng as a meme is
clearly highly popular, and will con nue to remain so for years
come. From Mompreneurs juggling small businesses with baby
du es, to Millennial Dads who par cipate more intensely

“Ever since we launched our app in
2015, we have witnessed a 300 per cent
increase in our conversations with our
users. This also gave us enough
conﬁdence to extend our business from
just being a content-driven community
for parents to become a platform that
serves and addresses all their needs.”
- Naiyya Saggi,
Co-Founder Of Parenting Platform
Baby Chakra.com

Connected Consumers
Spiritual gurus would agree that you can seek God from almost
anywhere – from the conﬁnes of your home, ensconced inside
your car or in the sylvan surroundings of a lake. And yet, millions
of faithful every day head towards mosques, synagogues,
temples and churches. Quiet contempla on is for the saints. For
all other faithfuls, seeking God is as much an exercise of the
mind, as it is of your senses. The smell of the incense, the sight of
the ﬂowers, the sound of the hymns and cymbals, the touch of
the holy water, the taste of prasad, and the company of fellow
faithfuls – all come together like a conﬂuence of senses, within
and outside places of worship.
Consump on is akin to religion. The industrial age led to mega
malls, shopping complexes, cult brands, celebrity endorsers, new
rituals, fes vals like Black Friday and much more. The
informa on age ushered in online shopping portals and apps.
The customer could now shop almost any me and from
anywhere. However, what it took away was the assault on all our
senses that the temples of consump on provided.
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“I had to go to a friend’s wedding, so I
was looking around for dresses but I
recently had quit my job, so my budget
was really low. I went to the few malls
that are near my house but the clothes
I liked were not affordable to me. So, I
checked out clothes rental services
online and second hand clothes
websites, and I found so many options
to pick from. Some sites allow you to
superimpose product photos on your
digital avatar to show you what it will
look like when worn by you. The best
part is they even alter the clothes as
per your size, they bring all the clothes
to your doorstep for trial. You can pick
whichever you like and send back the
rest. I ﬁnally picked up two dresses for
the event at just 4000!”
- Shivali, 25,
Navi Mumbai

The ﬁrst wave of technology restricted itself only to visual
delights on small screens. The next wave of consump on is
about pervasive layering of technology over these temples of
consump on. The customer will be connected real me with the
store – at any me and from anywhere. And the store will
transform into a junc on of pleasing sensory excesses, an area of
heightened experience that customises and adapts to the needs
and aspira ons of each and every customer. It will be personal, it
will be in mate, it will delight shoppers with a though ul
sensory overload.
You won’t be thumbing your way through your shopping list
anymore. Instead you will speak or chat with the store. Voice
recogni on technology, ar ﬁcial intelligence and image
recogni on technology are evolving in leaps and bounds to
transform retailing. Scan the dress you admire your celebrity
wearing or the dish served at your favourite eatery and
immediately, your shopping list will be ready. Perhaps you will
only have to just think of your favourite recipe and the store will
have all the ingredients delivered home for you. Welcome to the
fric onless pursuit of consump on!

“Customers want everything. They
want the advantages of digital, such as
broad selection, rich product
information, and customer reviews and
tips. They want the advantages of
physical stores, such as personal
service, the ability to touch products,
and shopping as an event and an
experience. Different customer
segments will value parts of the
shopping experience differently, but all
are likely to want perfect integration of
the digital and the physical.”
- Darrell Rigby – Bain’s Global
Retail Practice Head

Plural Identities
Iden ty can be divided into two broad categories: “Achieved”
iden ty derived from individual endeavors (educa on, work
and so on), and “ascribed” iden ty that is derived from
intrinsic characteris cs (religion, ethnicity, gender etc.)Today
however we lead mul ple lives and avatars in a single lifespan.
Gone are the days, when life-stage determined iden es and
roles for Indians. With technology and social media, we lead
mul ple lives both in the virtual and real worlds.
Twi er proﬁles area great place to learn about how people see
themselves and wish to be seen. Mul -dimensional descrip ons
of one’s proﬁle are the norm. It is no longer seen as acceptable to
have a monochroma c life. Modern living demands much mul tasking, global events are too interlinked, and career paths have
too much variance. Uni-dimensional personali es ﬁnd it diﬃcult

detractors now can create conﬂic ng content
around the brand and determine what shape
and ﬂow the brand takes in the future. From
lakes, brands are now becoming open water
bodies, with connected consumers joining
brand owners as co-navigators, giving brands
their ﬂow, colour and future direc on.
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will change. The way brands are created and destroyed too will
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around the brand. Brands were akin to lakes, the banks of which
were ghtly protected by brand owners. Connected consumers
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“Born and bought up in Mumbai, I am a
complete Mumbaikar – as seen in my
’don’t-give-a-hoot, fast-paced life’! But
my parents are traditional Tamilians
who moved to Mumbai only after
marriage. I speak a lot of Tamil at home
and when I am with my cousins, so I
completely relate to my Tamil identity.
Buts that not a complete description of
who I am. I work closely with Aam
Aadmi Party, so their ideologies are part
of who I am. I am also an
environmentalist, a feminist, a physicist
(by training) and policy analyst (by
profession), and a supporter of Mumbai’s
IPL team!”
- Lalitha , 26 y/o,
Mumbai

to thrive in mes where a celebra on of plurality and mul ple
interests is ﬁnding trac on. We now borrow threads from the
virtual world and bring the idea of mul plicity into our everyday
lives as well. Many people from urban India are proud to
showcase two-visi ng cards as they introduce themselves.
Mompreneurs are the celebrated as new age entrepreneurial
moms who seamlessly blend life stage roles and professions
together.

“Whereas individuals were
traditionally members of just one
community, and risky ventures such as
entrepreneurship, science and the arts
could get only one roll of the dice, in
the age of Social Web 2.0 people can
split themselves into multiple selves
inhabiting multiple communities.”

Plural iden es give rise to mul ple other memes too. They bring
alive the fact that every meme brings forth a contra-meme. The
meme of plurality generates mul ples alternate reali eswhich in
turn makes seemingly contrarian ideas credible. Our icons today
are both regional and na onal. While Amitabh Bachan and the
Khan’s rule Bollywood, crossover appeal is no longer the
excep on, and regional stars are commanding prices on par with
Bollywood. Our poli cians ﬁnd ways to bring up in the same
sentence the contradictorydiscourses of hindutva and vikas
(where the former divides based on ascribed iden ty, while the
la er uniﬁes based on achieved iden ty).

- Mark Changizi,
Science Writer

Regional cinema, long the poor cousin of Bollywood, has found a
self-assured, impac ul voice . In the metros mul plexes are
crea ng regular slots for ﬁlms in regional languages every Friday.
While cricket may have been a na onal obsession for 70 years,
for today’s genera on of young Indiansplurality and mul plicity
has created abundant choice even when it comes to sports. From
kabaddi to hockey to football, spor ng leagues are crea ng city
and region speciﬁc team-iden es. Whether it’s the Ranchi
Rhinos, the Kalinga Lancers, the Haryana Steelers or the Telugu
Titans – the culture of city- or region-based pride that emanates
from local sports teams is now a pan-Indian phenomenon.
What we need to watch closely in 2018, will be how this meme of
plural iden es will inﬂuence and give birth to newer memes.
Will plurality polarise, or will plurality showcase some new
mainstream and new cult ideas. We will watch this space
for more!

h p://indianexpress.com/whats-making-thebest-non-bollywood-cinema- ck-and-thelessons-big-budget-bollywood-can-learnfrom-it-4814438/

The year 2018 marks the start of an era where those born in the
21st century will enter adulthood. Roughly, around 25 million
Indians are born every year. There are already more than 400
million Indians who have been born in this century. Faster than
we can imagine, 21st century na ves will start to dominate
workplaces, consumer trends, electoral poli cs and
popular culture.
The genera ons of Indians born between independence and the
1970s reached adulthood and entered the consumer economy in
an era of restraint. An economically insular, socialist Indian
context taught them to stretch only as far as the blanket would
permit. The next genera on born in the eigh es and nine es
started earning and spending in a more liberalized era. However,
as the children of parents from of an earlier vintage they retained
an osmo c, albeit diluted, connec on with the scarcity mindset
of the past.
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“I am really excited about the 2019
polls as I will be voting for the ﬁrst
time. I see a lot of injustice and violence
in the country today. I raise my voice
through my social media portals but
there are so many people speaking and
much of what’s online is lies and fake
news, so my voice is unheard. But
voting and making an informed choice
will really help bring around a change
as there will be thousands of others like
me who would be desperate for
a change.”
- Kavya,
Engineering student in Hyderabad

Those born in the 21st century are the ﬁrst genera on to have no connec on with pre-liberaliza on India. Their
parents built careers and beneﬁ ed from opportuni es that economic liberaliza on and consumerism brought in its
wake. They have none of the baggage that deﬁnes the cohorts that precedes them. As a result their demands from
brands and businesses, workplaces and social spaces, poli cs and poli cians are quite diﬀerent. Everything is within
the realms of possibility for them – at best a credit line or few clicks away.
As part the annual Aspira on Study that Future Ideas conducts, we meet young Indians from across the socioeconomic spectrum. A 20 year-old girl, daughter of a construc on worker and domes c helper, living in a Thane slum,
spoke to us of her ambi ons to become a chef and beauty parlor owner. Already she was taking steps to get relevant

work experience, and live a life that her parents could not have
ever imagined. A 19 year old boy who lives in a Mumbai chawl, in
a one-room home without a refrigerator, spoke of his goal - to
become a driver for Uber and out-earn his father in a couple of
years' me. A 16-year old boy from small town Madhya Pradesh
told us of his dream to watch Roger Federer play live in a stadium.

“Each generation wants new symbols,
new people, new names. They want to
divorce themselves from their
predecessors.”

Older genera ons grew up with a learned sense of gra tude for
any posi ve change or development witnessed in their life me.
For the 21st century Indian, material progress and development
are en tlements, a new normal that can't be nego ated with. If
earlier genera ons got their kicks from discovering a digital
footprint for a brand or a service, the 21st century genera on,
born into a constantly wired world, expects this as a basic hygiene
factor. They expect and demand much more.

inequality and immersed in social contexts that
are s ll led by one's ethnic or community
background. Surrounded by screens they are
frequently distracted, the normal insecuri es
of youth exacerbated by social media. These
contextual reali es mean that even today,
young Indians are typically socialized into
conser va ve thinking around gender
intera c o n , ca reer ma n a g ement a n d
communal iden ty. It is not surprising then
that a CSDS study in 2017 revealed that young
Indians tend to be stressed out and somewhat
conserva ve by nature.

At the same me this is a genera on that has grown up in a hyper
compe ve Indian context, where opportuni es are few and
aspirants many. They live in a pressure cooker urban Indian
environment that gloriﬁes star ng salaries and standardized
tests. They can see all around them a young India where
employment growth is not keeping pace with the number of
graduates coming out of the educa on system. They are also
surrounded by India's vast problems of poverty and social

- Jim Morrison

By the 2024 general elec ons, 21st century
Indians will cons tute almost 20% of India's
voters. Soon they will have numerical power to

seriously impact the outcome of elec ons. If they decide to patronize a new product or brand, they will have the ability
to make it a cult phenomenon.

Enter The Dragon
Consumerism and capitalism make perfect bedfellows. We are
used to looking at the West to understand what tomorrow holds
for consump on and retail, to iden fy trends, inspira ons and
strategies for the future. Not anymore. If you want to know about
the future of consump on in the 21st century, look at Chairman
Mao’s China.
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“These days everything from Ganpati’s
for visarjan to some of the world’s best
mobile phones seem to come from
China. Chinese companies are among
the world’s largest and even the way
they use digital media for commerce
and communication is ahead of the rest
of the world”

Over the last decade, China has pivoted from aneconomy driven
by exports to an economy led by domes c consump on. A er
- Mayank, 24,
declining from the high of 55% share of GDP in the 1970s, China’s
Business
Student,
Bangalore
consump on spending touched a low of 35% in 2010. It has been
steadily increasing since then and is expected to touch 44% by
2020. In a $12 trillion economy, that’s huge! Every single percentage point increase leads to billions of dollars for new
opportuni es, innova ons and trends that are deﬁning the future of consump on.
Take for instance, the Singles Day sales. Alibaba alone, clocked revenues of $25.3 billion. It was $830 million in 2012. At
$25.3 billion, it not only eclipses India’s en reannual online spend (including on travel and other services) of $24 billion
but even Black Friday sales in United States that amounted to $7.9 billion in 2017.

In fact, the Chinese way of consump on is fundamentally
diﬀerent from the West, where shopping starts with a search and
consumers move from one online pla orm to another. In China,
shopping is about more than just the transac on. The Internet
ecosystem is ghtly integrated and consumers make a seamless
journey between entertainment, discovery, and social
engagement with friends, celebri es, and Internet inﬂuencers.
Chinese consumers rarely visit company or brand websites.
Instead, they discover what they want to buy through online
marketplaces such as Taobao, entertainment apps like iQiyi, and
super-apps like WeChat. According to China’s Na onal Bureau of
Sta s cs, Chinese consumers spent $750 billion online in
2016—more than the US and the UK combined.
But even that is changing rapidly. Even at this size, Chinese
consumers’ online spend is barely 18% of the total spend and the
industry leaders feel it will be mighty diﬃcult to push this share
ahead through online alone.
China’s Internet leaders are now transi oning seamlessly in the
journey from online to the real world. At heart of Alibaba’s Singles
Day event was a four-hour gala, watched by more than 400
million people in China. The event was fully interac ve – shoppers
could watch and press ‘buy’. Sharing the center-stage were
hundreds of thousands of actual high-street stores, linked to the
internet, powered by computer algorithms, and cloud
compu ng, oﬀering shoppers a seamless shopping experience
that is further blurring the lines between online and oﬄine retail.
In fact, for the past two years, Alibaba has spent over $10 billion,
integra ng physical stores, buying into large department stores
as well as the country’s largest hypermarket network, and
opening its own neighbourhood chain, HEMA, to take technology
out of the screen and into the heart of brick-and-mortar stores. In
comparison, Amazon’s recent acquisi on of Wholefoods almost
seems like an a erthought.
In fact, the transforma on isn’t limited to Alibaba or ecommerce
alone. China has now billion dollar brands in almost every
category. For a na on where a vast majority is lactose intolerant,
at least two diary brands Mengui and Yili clock in more than $5
billion in revenues. The $7.6 billion beverage brand Moutai, takes
on the likes of Coke and Pepsi. In fashion there now almost a
dozen billion dollar brands. And we are not even coun ng global
leaders in mobiles and electronics like Lenovo, Haier, Xiaomi and
the likes.
Chinese brands are not afraid to test new products, fail, and try
again, rather than adhering to a rigid schedule of product
launches. They’ve become increasingly sophis cated in their use
of mul media and mul ple channels to reach and engage
consumers. What’s more, they’re at the forefront of using data, analy cs, and consumer insights to be er understand
the customer—and are moving towards true consumer-driven product development.

That the future of consump on lies in China is undisputed. Take
for instance the emergence of Celebrity Inﬂuencers of China.
These are professionals who live-stream shopping trips, make
up, or cooking sessions to legions of followers who then have an
op on to buy items similar to those used by their favorite stars.
Some bloggers can earn millions of dollars modeling their own
clothing brands on China’s version of eBay, and by constantly
interac ng with their legions of followers. They do everything
from live-streaming shopping trips to blogging about Taobao’s
many other oﬀerings – from cookery to baby care. One live
stream last December hosted by leading online star Zhang
Linchao – who has almost four million followers on China’s
Twi er-equivalent Weibo – a racted a million viewers.
According to data from brokerage Guotai Junan Securi es,
online star Zhang Dayi made 300 million yuan ($46 million) in
sales in 2015, while Zhu Chenhui made 150 million yuan ($22
million). China’s celebrity inﬂuencers for consump on have more
followers and earn more than its movie or sports stars!
China’s emergence as a global leader in the poli cal space,
coupled with America’s increasing isola onism is domina ng
discussions in the corridors of power. This emergence has been
fuelledin no small measure by China’s dominance of global
consump on trends over the last decade. The world today is
looking East. China watchers point out that China’s consumer
boom probably started in 2005 when Chinese per capita
consump on crossed $2000. Globally, the $2000 mark is seen as
an inﬂec on point beyond which discre onary consump on
changes the nature and scale of consump on.
India now at $1750 per capita consump on or Rs 4.5 lakh annual
income per household is within a striking distance of the $2000
mark. The need of the hour now is for India to forge its own path
and use its own ideas in driving a domes c consump on-led
economy, instead of blindly aping the West.

“With ecommerce itself becoming a traditional business, pure ecommerce players will soon face
tremendous challenges. We anticipate the birth of a re-imagined retail industry driven by the
integration of online, ofﬂine, logistics and data across a single value-chain”
- Jack Ma

For a country with over 1.2 billion people, where it is impossible
to ﬁnd a street or public space that is not teeming with human
beings, the idea that we are an increasingly lonely society might
seem counter-intui ve.
But with changing demographics, technological
democra za on, rapid urbaniza on and changing family
structures, Indians of today are experiencing profound shi s in
iden ty. From a society that valued collec ve iden ty to one that
is learning to appreciate individual agency, new challenges are at
our fore.
Women today are tas ng ﬁnancial independence and are
delaying marriage. Divorce rates in the country are at an all- me
high of 13 per 1000 marriages – as against 1 per 1000 just ten
years ago. Many are increasingly choosing to stay single and/or
childless for life. Meanwhile the rate of the elderly people living
alone is also on the rise in India.
At the same me, technology is aiding the crea on of an
increasingly individualis c iden ty within India's bustling and
typically cramped homes. With technology making the idea of
personaliza on for everyone real- the idea that one size ﬁts all is
dead. Counter-intui vely, the idea of autonomy and choice
making for oneself is deﬁning todays connected mes. From
crea ng playlist of our own liking, to the food we order on
delivery apps, and the shows we choose on Ne lix, technology is
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“My son did his masters in Boston and
is now settled there. I visited them once
in last 3 years when our daughter –inlaw was expecting. Me and my
husband stay here. Initially it was
difﬁcult to stay alone without
worrying about the children and their
routine but today we do a Skype call to
get updates from them. They visit us
once a year but we never wanted to
leave our hometown and choose to be
here, even though it’s a lonely life now.
I go for singing classes my childhood
hobby which I wanted to pursue again.
My husband loves planting and takes
care of our garden all the time. We go
for an evening walk, sometimes watch
TV together - that’s how we spend
our day.”
- Nayana, 63,
Nagpur
enabling hyper-personalized oﬀerings for the
ﬁrst me for a genera on of Indians. Living
rooms of the country are not 'family centrals'
anymore – the WhatsApp family groups are.

Man is the most social of all animals yet technology is nudging us
towards more isolated living than ever before.
Singledom, individuality and the longevity have brought new
consump on arenas to the economy. From single member
households that have their own unique needs, to travel for the
elderly, being alone is increasingly being cherished in today's
India. For the past couple of years, a growing segment in the real
estate industry has been speciﬁcally focused on crea ng retreats
and homes exclusively for senior ci zens, to help them ﬁnd a

“When we started off online, our
primary targets are the children of the
elderly who are not able to live with
their parents, but would still like to
support and help them as much as
possible regardless of geography.
However, we have also discovered a
large number of elderly who want to
purchase the products for their own
consumption - but are not online
enabled hence ﬁnd it difﬁcult. Hence we
are now contemplating an ofﬂine
model to cater to them”
- Rahul Upadhyay,
Founder Of Start-Up, Senior Shelf
(An e-commerce platform for products
like wheelchairs, bed safety railings etc.
and services like senior care at home,
nursing care services and so on)

community in place of the family that has le
them behind. Then there are specialized
healthcare services that deliver services for
senior ci zens at their homes.
Increasingly companies across almost every
large city in India are providing buddy services
for senior ci zens. For prices ranging between
Rs.150 for 1.5 hours to Rs.20,000 a month, a
youngster will drop by to visit an elder at home
on a weekly basis - to talk, chat, read out or
even run small errands. Loneliness can be big
business too.
However, loneliness is a new experience for
most of Indian society. We will all have to learn
how best to grapple with the consequences of a
culture that is becoming more individualis c
than ever before. Perhaps as new India
increasingly deals with emo onal and mental
wellbeing, we will ﬁnd solu ons for loneliness
and depression. Expect ever-more a en on to
be paid to the individual Indian consumer, the
needs of those living alone, and the ravages of
loneliness – whether created by technology,
mental health issues, or an increasingly
atomized social fabric.

During the ﬁrst 200,000 years of our existence, homo-sapiens
used theatrical gestures as their language. A language that
predates voice and sound includesmoving ges cula ng hands,
bending bodies, enlarged eyes, scratching of heads, pa ng of
backs or thighs and so on. From these theatrical gestures we
moved to tonal languages – based universal noises such as the
mimicking of primal sounds or ins nc ve reac ons such
aslaughter. Humans started using sound-based languages only
70,000 years ago. The script or the text of these languages was
born through phone csand arrived much later.Language thus,
coded mul ple aspects of human life and became a carrier as well
as a reservoir of human culture. From encoding to decoding,
language has been a central meme shaping human civiliza on
for centuries.
The 21st century is witnessing another seismic shi as new
technology is leading us to adopt new means of communica on.
This me led by images – sta c as well as animated. Every second
of every day, the Internet captures and transfers millions of
images in the form of Giga Bytes through a variety of digital
pla orms.
Popular memes are transferred through these pla orms
allowing them to go viral and create disrup ve change. The
par cipa on of all humans connected to the Net is possible on
any of these once a smart phone is acquired – as result the power
of images being transmi ed digitally as new form of language is
rising exponen ally.
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“Photos and visuals provides selfvalidation, there is no need to write big
phrases any more. You can just simply
capture your big moments and let the
world know about it. Also, the
Instagram feel is so special and valued,
there is a kind of exclusivity to the
entire experience of it. I am huge on
Instagram, Pinterest and Snapchat,
they are like a bibles for all the
latest trends.”
- Ekta Vidya, 27 years,
Designer, Chennai

Languages are extremely important because
they are the holders of culture, of collec ve
memory. Having more languages allows us to
communicate more, convey emo ons, needs,
ideas, and other complexi es of life. Language
both a meme in itself, and a carrier of memes.
In India, we have been busy looking at literacy
data as a marker of human development.
Knowing the script (language)has been seen as
cri cal. Yet today technology is enabling even

those without literacy or educa on to leapfrog this deﬁciency, if
empowered with a voice and video ac vated smart phone. The
angootha-chhaap today has new meaning. The visual language
of emo cons, GIFs (graphic interchange formats), and hashtags
is helping overcome literacy deﬁciencies, and has become and
intui ve part of our life.Embedded in emojis and GIFs are a
plethora of emo ons, feelings and thoughts – making them a rich
and extremely popular form of communica on.2017 saw GIF ﬁles
(that support both animated and sta c images)become the
calling card of modern digital culture. GIFs have become the most
popular way, at present, to liven up messages sent from
smartphones or posted online, one that transcends barriers of
spoken language and culture.

“People are using our GIFs to express
their emotions, feelings and thoughts
in text messages, chat proﬁles and
social media all around the world. We
like to say that a picture is worth a
thousand words, but a GIF can tell a
story. People are using these visuals to
communicate with friends, family,
coworkers and social audiences in
more nuanced, enhanced and ﬂavorful
ways than ever before possible—better
than text or emoji.”
- Jason Krebs,
Tenor

Meanwhilewri en language is evolving in this visually led
context to become more casual andspeech-liketoday. It is both
informal and quo dian in tone. Filled with abbrevia ons and
newly coined words that have acquired newer meanings (LOL,
wrt, K,wru and so on) – text has come to behave more like
speech.In no me, a wri en word, or a new coinage goes out of
usage, and a new term becomes the fad.
As a result images are increasingly a form of vocabulary. There is
a nuanced, natural as well as curated form of visual text that is
b e co m i n g h i g h l y a cc e p ta b l e a s a p o w e r f u l m e a n s
ofcommunica on. The universal language of an image – either
sta c or animated - conveys everything that language is
supposed to.Like language, it is emerging as a tool for social
interac on, represen ng real life happenings and conveying
complex thoughts.Pre-wedding photo shoots have become a
new meme conveying stories of couples about to be married.
When living in a digi zed tribal village, images and emojis are
the new body language representa ons to convey much more
than words can.Witness the explosion of ‘food porn’that is all the
rage on Instagram.Hashtags build an immediate connect
bringing a community of people together, instantly, based on a
shared interest. Symbols and images are coding behaviors in a
way that is democra c and impac ng human minds. If prin ng
press was the last revolu on in text and language world, then
image language may well turn out to be an exponen al,
disrup ve change agent of the near future. An image created by
people themselves narra ng the story of their own lives,
reaching everyone in real me has tremendous meme c power.
To quote Ganesh Devy, chief editor of the People’s Linguis c
Survey of India – “Humans have passed through these
communica on phases: theatre, music, voice. Now we are very,
very rapidly moving into a new means of communica on, which
is image-based communica on. The seman c payload of the
words will be reduced. We’ll use visual languages more. That is
because we have 85 billion neurons in the brain which does
analysis of the sounds we hear and draws meaning, saves the
memory of the meaning, retrieves them. (So comprehending the
wri en word) takes a li le longer because the sounds go to the
neurons through the ears; (whereas) images go through the prefrontal cortex and take much less me. That means less energy is
required.So now, instead of the le side of the brain, which does
the language analysis, it is the pre-frontal side of the brain which
is becoming more ac ve. That’s why oral languages are dying.
And new image-based ways of communica on are emerging.”
This meme is big! Watch this space for more as image-based
communica on starts to dominate human life.

India's billion plus people can broadly be deﬁned by three
segments. India-1, known as the more aﬄuent consuming class,
those with access to domes c help. This group consists of people
who are most deeply embedded in the arena of consump on,
with incomes that make them eminently bankable. India-2 can be
referred to, respec ully, as the serving class, or those primarily
involved in work that serves the needs of India-1. They form the
backbone of Indian society, and tend to be the serving class that
provides products and services to India-1. They make a living by
addressing the needs of India-1 and work for them as domes c
helpers, drivers, shop ﬂoor workers, couriers, odd job workers
and so on. Meanwhile India-3 are India's most deprived, the
struggling class - classiﬁed as those struggling to get two square
meals per day.
While India- 1 is increasingly been iden ﬁed to ensure that they
come under the ambit of tax collec on, establishing iden ty has
been much more diﬃcult for India-2 and India-3. Yet a fool-proof
way to establish iden ty is cri cal for India-2 and India-3, for
them to access government employment and welfare schemes.
These groups have been iden ﬁed as the key audiences for
targeted delivery and u liza on of state beneﬁts, ﬁnancial
inclusion, and improved governance. Through Aadhar, the
government is crea ng a biometric iden ty system and tracing
the lives of the billion plus popula on in India-2 and 3. As a result,
today they increasingly have access and an iden ty that opens
doors for them in to the formal economy.
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“I now have a bank account and an
Aadhaar card linked to it - it gives me
a sense of security. I also have an ATM
card and have learnt to use it to
withdraw money. My monthly salary
gets transferred online, directly to my
bank account by most of my
employers. I feel much more assured
now that no one else can touch this
money in my account. Having an
Aadhaar also helps me to avail
government beneﬁts more easily.”
- Ruby, 34 years,
Works As A Cook In
Multiple Mumbai Homes

In conjunc on with the growing penetra on of
smart phones, and ever-increasing access to
the Internet, a digital iden ty allows India-2 to
access loans from ﬁnancial ins tu ons at fair
rates of interest, open bank accounts, receive
aid from government schemes directly, and
transfer money at the press of a bu on.

As India- 2 enters the mainstream a fresh meme c wave of
aspira ons will be unleashed. The combina on of aﬀordable
phones, low cost data plans, and intui ve apps that don't require
the ability to read – has the poten al to revolu onize the lives of
India's next billion (at present about 450 million of India's 1.3
billion strong popula on has access to the Internet). By
connec ng millions of Indians – o en uneducated and illiterate,
and thus far oﬀ the radar – to the mainstream economy, new
voices and demands will be added to India's story, as new
aspira ons ﬁnd u erance and trac on.
his next billion will engage with the consump on ecosystem and
the Internet uniquely. They will learn, evolve and engage so as to
ensure a ﬁt for their needs and skills. Not only will manufacturers
and service providers have to adapt to their requirements (as
already evidenced in Google's eﬀorts to makes internet services
more accessible to lower-income popula ons in developing
countries), but they will also leapfrog genera ons of physical and
technological consump on. Those who never had a landline will
be proud owners of mul ple mobile phones, even smart phones.

“India will go from a data-poor
country to a data-rich one in three
years. India has a unique digital
infrastructure, a set of serendipitously
developed public APIs such as eSign,
Uniﬁed Payments Interface, Bharat
Interface for Money, the Goods and
Services Tax Network and eKYC
developed as public goods. India is the
only country in the world that can
empower every resident with her own
data, thanks to the technology
infrastructure for inversion of data
available due to Aadhaar and
IndiaStack. We need to think about
how this data wealth will translate into
real wealth for users.”
- Nandan Nilekani

The internet will change rapidly as well. A recent ar cle in the
Wall Street Journal predicted that 'for them it's about SWIPING
not typing, using VOICE search, not keypads, and exploring the
world through VIDEO rather than words on a screen.' The
combina on of voice and video is allowing India- 2 to overcome
the previously insurmountable barriers of low-literacy and lowvisibility, and empowering them with access and iden ty in the

Nurturing Leadership
In India the saying “jaisayugvaisa avatar” translated as
“transform as needed by the mes” captures the need of the hour
for leaders and leadership models in today’s fast-changing world.
Indian mythology has long espoused the importance of
recognizing the world for what it is, and adap ng ones style
accordingly. The leadership model followed by Ram, for example,
was unique and very diﬀerent from that of Krishna. While Ram
followed rules both in le er and spirit, Krishna understood the
intent behind rules and chose to break them when the situa on
demand a more ﬂexible approach.
In today’s mes, leadership requires a nuanced, context-speciﬁc
approach. As India evolve into a period of abundance, a er
decades deﬁned by scarcity and constraints, a fundamental

online world. Greater awareness will also
perhaps drive greater anxiety around privacy
and a surveillance state. These concerns will
have to be addressed in due course.
With India's next billion now connected and
iden ﬁed, India tomorrow is likely to live in
new and unique ways that cannot en rely be
an cipated. Our aspira ons and anxie es will
change and so will the societal fabric.
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“Today’s youth generation are digital
natives whose formative years have
been shaped by a sharing economy and
more collaborative system. The
workforce today is much more diverse
and people want to express their
personalities and styles more than in
the past. The challenge therefore is to
bring all these different kind of people
together as a productive team which
can only be done under the leadership
of someone who embraces diversity,
values humility, and fosters talent by
caring and sharing”
- Himanshu, 36 years,
Corporate Professional, Delhi

rethinking of new models of leadership is needed.
In mes past, where wars and conquests were fought on
ba leﬁelds, leadership models were highly masculine in nature.
Leaders distanced themselves from their people. One-way
command-and-control communica on was the norm. However
wars of a purely physical nature are today increasingly rare.
Mediums of communica on have fundamentally changed and
most importantly, we are living in mes deﬁned by surplus. The
role of leaders now is not to ba le and survive, but to make
impact, change and grow.
In this era of surplus, new leaders and modes of leadership are
shaping society, na ons and organiza ons. Leaders inspire with
words rather than ﬁght with arms. Emo onal acumen is the most
cri cal leadership trait in organiza ons that are increasingly
deﬁned by diversity, technological prowess, and adaptability, as
they nego ate a complex and uncertain external world. The
ability to nurture, empathize, show sensi vity to change and
evolve with mes are the key deﬁning traits of leaders in this new
world order.
The new breeds of leaders across the globe are reﬂec ng a new,
more sensi ve and nurturing ethos for our mes. Though
diﬀerent as personali es, Apple CEO Tim Cook, Uber’s new leader
Dara Khosrowshahi, Google’s CEO SundarPichai and Microso ’s
SatyaNadella are all cut from a similar cloth. They are, by all
accounts, so -spoken, humble, non-comba ve team players
that are listeners-ﬁrst. Cook is also an LGBTQ icon and Nadella is
open about the challenges he has faced in his personal life, as a

“As a leader, a lot of your job is to make
other people successful. It’s less about
trying to be successful (yourself), and
more about making sure you have good
people - your work is to remove
barriers, remove roadblocks for them so that they can be successful in what
they do. So that’s how I’ve always
thought about it. I also value
teamwork… and I think it’s really
important to build organizations where
people really want to work together.
Everything comes out of that. So,
setting up collaborative cultures is a
big thing I’ve been trying to focus on.”
- Sundar Pichai,
Googleprofessional, Delhi
parent of two special needs children. Women in
posi ons of power, from Germany’s Angela
Merkel to CNN’s Chris ane Amanpour and the
entertainment industry’s ShondaRhimes are
demonstra ng similar values – evidence of the
gender neutral nature of nurturing leadership.
A new era of leadership is here. It suggests,
perhaps, a shi away from the hypermasculine template of the past, and ushers in a
new narra ve for leaders in the modern world.

Our brains are busier than ever before. No ﬁca ons, alerts, likes,
retweets, facts and pseudo-facts rule our daily engagement. The
average smartphone user spends almost four hours a day on it,
tapping, typing, swiping or clicking 2617 mes. And that's just
one of the screens. There are laptops, television screens, tablets,
ﬁtbits and Alexa's to a end to. It is as if, we are on a constant
need for a high from a digital screen.
A minute on the Internet today generates 3.5 million searches on
Google, 1.8 millions Snaps, 4.1 million Youtube video views and
156 million emails. Our need for dopamine highs has created a
more than trillion dollar economy. The big ﬁve tech giants,
Alphabet (Google's parent company), Amazon, Apple, Facebook
and Microso rake in $25 billion of net proﬁt every quarter.
Rather the advancement of human life, the sole purpose of
technology has, as if, turned into the pursuit of delivering more
and more dopamine into our system.
However, much of technology in the past decade had focused on
delivering these highs through our visual senses. The boredom
and superﬁciality created by visual-based technologies ed to
digital screens is already driving a counter-trend – one that has
led to a surge of interest in ever more authen c, mul -sensorial
experiences. During the past year, the fastest growing part of
Airbnb's business was the 'Experiences' that the site allows users
to oﬀer, not the accommoda on. These experiences could be a
night tour of Old Delhi, a local football game in Rio, or a food tour
of Tokyo – all curated by your local guide.
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“I saw my kids playing football on
game consoles instead of actual ﬁelds
and searching for Pokemon Go’s
instead of enjoying the outdoors and
wondered if this was the childhood I
want them to have. Even as adults its
crazy how often we stare at our
devices and check social media. So
earlier this earlier we established a
rule in the house where we have to
switch off our devices on weekends and
just enjoying nature or each other’s
company instead. As a result we have
discovered great places for day trips
and many new restaurants and
cultural events in Delhi!”
- Rajat, 38 years,
Corporate Professional, Delhi

The search for newer, mul -sensorial
experiences, for escape from urban stress, for
more genuine human connec on is perhaps
the biggest growth market in the world today.
The food service industry is seeing a similar
trend play out, with quick service restaurants

chains slowing down and focus going back into a more detailed
and richer sensorial experience.
Blended commerce that combines online shopping, with realworld physical experiences is now all the rage – from Hema

“By his very success in inventing laborsaving devices, modern man has
manufactured an abyss of boredom
that only the privileged classes in
earlier civilizations have ever
fathomed.”
- Lewis Mumford,
America Historian And Sociologist
supermarket stores in China, to online players
adding a bricks and mortar presence in the US.
It is an acknowledgment of the how deeply the
need for social connec on and mul -sensory
s mula on runs in our human DNA.
Expect 2018 to see the market for experiences
take oﬀ, and oﬀer a rich alterna ve to the
isolated dopamine seeking grind of digital
media.

